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1. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, Web search engines evolved from using clas-

sic IR models to infering relevance from the analysis of the Web
graph [5]. We propose to further improve the quality of Web searches,
by integrating the semantic knowledge that can be infered for Web
resources.

In this paper, we describe our research on the identification of
geographic scopes for Web pages. We define the geographic scope
of a page as the region, if it exists, where more people than average
would find that page relevant. Once scopes are assigned, searches
may specify, explicitly or implicitly through context information,
that the pages of interest must have a given geographic scope. Or,
that the more relevant results are those “nearby” the searcher’s ge-
ographic location.

We are adding support for this kind of searches to the next ver-
sion of tumba!, a fully-functional search engine, which has been
operating as a public service since 2002 [25]. Tumba! (www.
tumba.pt) indexes the sites of interest to the people related to Por-
tugal [9].

Statistics collected in our system over the past two years confirm
previous findings that there is good potential for using geographic
information on the Web:

• Geographic information is pervasive on the Web. A study
over 3,775,611 documents found 8,147,120 references to the
308 Portuguese municipalities, an average of 2.17 per docu-
ment [19].

• Geographic entities are frequent in user queries. A study
of the search engine logs found that approximately 4% of
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the queries contained the names of the same 308 municipal-
ities [6]. If we considered names of localities, landmarks or
streets, this percentage would increase. It would certainly
also increase if our engine considered geographic semantics
and proximity when giving results.

Our approach incorporates concepts defined within the frame-
work of ongoing work on the Semantic Web, such as Dublin Core,
RDF and Topic Maps [1, 3]. The harvested Web data is analyzed
with linguistic and statistical variants of natural language process-
ing [16], data mining [15], Web graph analysis [7], and information
extraction [10]. As 73% of the pages maintained in our engine are
written in Portuguese [19], we plan on using Portuguese-specific
NLP techniques for extracting the geographic information present
on Web resources.

Figure 1: Overview of the Project.

The global view of our framework for assigning geographic scopes
to web pages is shown in Figure 1. Web data is harvested into
XMLBase, our Web data management system [2]. XMLBase of-
fers the capability to process large document collections in paral-
lel. Its components include a crawler, separate data and meta-data
repositories, and an XML data access manager that integrates with
XML query engines [14].

While “crawling” Web documents (HTML, PDF, etc.), a parser
digests their content into RDF representations, which are then stored
in the repository. We call these Purified Web Documents (PWD),
to express that Web data, before becoming available for analysis,
is cleaned into a collection of well-formed XML documents, or-
ganized under a common schema. This is an important first step,
as handling Web data usually involves processing badly formatted
information, with markup errors introduced by hand-editing docu-
ments or buggy authoring tools. The resources contained in a PWD
include: i) meta-data properties extracted from the documents; ii)
text tokens, sentences and HTML structural markup; iii) hyperlinks
to other pages.

Purified Web Documents are the starting point of a chain of
transformations that tag the named entities present in these doc-



uments, and then incorporate other knowledge to eventually assign
the scope to the initial PWDs. Each of these transformers, called
augmenters [11], can be thought as a domain-specific expert. The
(geographical) knowledge is embedded within the documents as
additional RDF resources, and we call these enriched resources
Scope Augmented Web Documents (SAWD).

Finally, the indexing and retrieval components of the search en-
gine will not only match text tokens from the Web resources, but
also “geographical scope” information generated by the augmenters.

2. IDENTIFICATION OF “SCOPES”
In a typical geographic scopes assignment process, an augmenter

might, for instance, look at the PWD and extract the geographical
entities mentioned therein, producing a “geographically tagged”
extension. The next augmenter might infer that pages mention-
ing the phrase “Portuguese capital” are in fact mentioning the ge-
ographic entity “Lisbon”. A third augmenter might then propagate
the extracted geographic entities through the linkage information
among the pages, and so on.

Figure 2: Identifying “Scopes” for Web Resources

Figure 2 details the process of assigning scopes to Web resources.
Our domain knowledge is organized in a common Geographic Knowl-
edge Base (GKB), which integrates the information that we have
on named entities and their location attributes. Geographic aug-
menters then transform PWDs into SAWDs using a sequence of
steps involving lexical analysis, geographic entities recognition and,
finally, geographic scope inference. The generation of SAWDs in-
volves the following processing phases:

GKB Construction: The GKB maintains the identified associa-
tions between geographic entities contained in Web pages,
and the scopes and entities described in imported ontologies.
Examples of the former include addresses and landmarks,
postal codes and fixed phone numbers. Scopes are defined
by the system designers, and correspond to administrative re-
gions or popular districts. Geographically located entities are
obtained from external information sources, such as WHOIS
and DNS registrars, the Portuguese postal codes database,
and directories of organizations.

Lexical Analysis: The text contained in Web documents is divided
into lexical tokens (words or field markers). We also consider
possible parts-of-speech.

Geographic Entity Recognition: Entities are identified by pattern
matching against the GKB, and using parts-of-speech, syn-
tactic and orthographic features (ex: capitalization). A recent

study showed that geographical name extraction with a small
gazetteer can produce good results [20]. The disambiguation
process is needed to distinguish between “Braga” as city and
“Braga” as a person surname, for example. This may require
pattern analysis (expressions like “city of” or “located in” are
common before geographical entities), and concept recogni-
tion within compound terms (that is, recognizing “City of
Braga” in spite of “Mr. João Braga”). In addition, we ex-
pect ontologies to help with the disambiguation process, for
instance by sharing relevant hyperonyms.

Web Inference: One of the ideas behind most link structure analy-
sis [7] is the topic locality assumption [8]: content and hyper-
text links are correlated, i.e., a link from document A to docu-
ment B means that documents A and B are on the same topic.
We are planning on propagating information from pages with
a known geographical scope, to those that are linked to/from
it, in order to infer scopes for Web pages, or to increase the
confidence level on the assignment process. This is similar to
the work presented in [17]. If there is a connection between
pages A and B, and if the geographic scope of page A was
already identified, than we can say page B is, to some extent,
relevant to the same scope.

Semantic Inference: Contents published on the Web reflect the
dinamycs of our communities. Sites are continuously chang-
ing and we need to identify the scopes of previously unreg-
istered entities. The scopes of pages and the associations
between scopes and entities are also permanently changing.
The names of local football players, when referenced, are rel-
evant to the supporters of their area. However, when they are
transfered to another team, the association progressively van-
ishes. The association between unknown entities and scopes
can be obtained using probabilistic methods and existing knowl-
edge: if names M,N are frequent in a set of Web documents
with scope S and M corresponds to scope S, then N can also
be associated to scope S. In MindNet [23], an inference pro-
cedure using similarity measures allows the identification of
previously unknown semantic relations. We can also use pre-
viously proposed similarity measures [24] to generate topic
maps with the discovered knowledge.

One difficulty with geographic entity recognition is on the de-
cision of whether an entity has geographic significance, when it
is composed of geographic terms. If “Lisbon” is generally con-
sidered a geographic entity, the expression “Mayor of Lisbon” is
not unanimously associated with geographic semantics. Our deci-
sions for considering names as geographic entities will be based
on rules generated by analysis of the consensus among the par-
ticipants on a named entity recognition joint evaluation [22]. We
are promoting this evaluation in association with Linguateca, a dis-
tributed language resource center for Portuguese. Documents will
be manually parsed by a group of annotators. The rules and heuris-
tics will derive from the agreements and objections recorded while
marking-up the test collection will provide the basis for determin-
ing the geographic relevance of extracted names when performing
pattern matching against our knowledge base.

3. GEOGRAPHIC RETRIEVAL
Having “geographical scopes” assigned to Web resources, we

can exploit their use in various ways. The tumba! search engine al-
ready supports inter-document similarity retrieval techniques based
on related pages and result sets clustering [18]. With geographic
scopes information, similarity can also be computed in terms of



geographic relatedness: two documents are similar if they relate to
the same or nearby geographical scopes. Retrieval methods that can
then make use of this notions include: i) retrieving documents that
describe resources nearby; and ii) clustering documents according
to their geographical scopes.

We have already observed that users frequently input geographic
entities in their queries. In addition, they may also indirectly pro-
vide their geographic position when accessing our search service [12].
With this information in hand, we can both derive names of geo-
graphic entities to further restrict matching result sets and compute
similarities based on the distance between the perceived user loca-
tion and the geographic scope of Web resources [4].

4. RELATED WORK
The WebFountain project is an example of a computer cluster

designed to analyze massive amounts of textual information, en-
abling the discovery of trends, patterns and relationships [11]. The
architecture integrates applications that focus on specific tasks, us-
ing multi-disciplinary text analytic approaches to extract data from
Web resources.

The SPIRIT project aims to develop a search engine aware of
geographical terminology, using ontologies [13]. Our framework
differs on the emphasis put on geographic named entities recogni-
tion, the use of linguistic methods, and the automatic generation of
ontologies associating entities to geographic scopes.

Previously, the NetGeo project also concerned geographic loca-
tions in the context of the Internet, collating information from mul-
tiple sources in order to assign the most probable longitude/latitude
to IP addresses [21].

5. CONCLUSIONS
We presented our approach for automatically identifying geo-

graphic scopes in Web pages. A shared knowledge base is used to
augment RDF-based descriptions of crawled Web pages with ge-
ographic meta-data. This work is part of a larger project which
will also involve the creation innovative IR algorithms in our Web
search engine, using the notion of “geographical relatedness”.
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